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Abstract: The native speaker fallacy has been identified as one of the most prevailing and harmful language ideologies to affect non-native speaker teachers (NNSTs) around the world. By examining how participants’ self-perceived non-nativeness shape their self-images as prospective English teachers in Colombia, this mix-method study seeks to contribute to expand this body of research in the Latin American context. Findings in this study revealed a dichotomy in participants’ self-perceptions: though they do not regard their non-nativeness as a potential problem in their future careers because of their ongoing education and their advantages as NNSTs, they see themselves in an unfavorable position compared to native speaker teachers concerning their “non-ideal language ability and cultural knowledge.”
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Resumo: A falácia do falante nativo tem sido identificada como uma das ideologias mais prevalentes e prejudiciais a afetar os professores falantes não-nativos (NNSTs). Através da análise de como a autopercepção da não-natividade dos participantes forma sua autoimagem como futuros professores de inglês na Colômbia, este estudo envolvendo métodos mistos procura contribuir para expandir esse corpo de pesquisa no contexto da América Latina. Resultados deste estudo revelaram uma dicotomia na autopercepção dos participantes: embora eles não considerem a sua não-natividade como um problema em potencial nas suas carreiras futuras, por causa da sua educação continuada e suas vantagens como NNSTs, em relação aos professores nativos, os NNSTs se veem em uma
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1 This article is based on the authors’ three-article Ph.D. dissertation called “Self-perceived (non) Nativeness and Colombian Prospective English Teachers in Telecollaboration,” which specifically focuses on the first article included in the dissertation document.
1 Introduction

Since the emergence of Paikeday’s (1985) seminal work, “The Native Speaker is Dead”, a robust number of publications have campaigned against the myth of the native speaker and the native speaker fallacy. These ideologies promote an idealized native speaker as the appropriate model for language proficiency and language teachers’ pedagogical ability, as well as justify social sanctions for those students and teachers with no native-like credentials.

Foreign language education has been constructed under the premise that learners’ instruction should enable them to interact primarily with native speakers (KACHRU and NELSON, 1996; MODIANO, 1999; JENKINS, 2006; COOK, 2007). Traditionally, the materials, syllabi, and standards for evaluation are based upon guidelines that adopt native speaker norms as a benchmark (ALPTEKIN, 2002; MCKAY, 2002; COOK, 2007). Nonetheless, the native speaker standard does not account for the actual variability of speakers at various levels, disenfranchising them from expressing their culture and identity (BRUTT-GRIFFLER and SAMIMY, 2001; COOK, 2007). The idealized native speaker is an inconsistent and biased linguistic construct, and its use as a measure of language ability exposes learners to inescapable failure (RAJAGOPALAN, 1997; KRAMSCH, 2003).

This study joins the efforts of scholars to increase the awareness of, challenge, and dismantle the ubiquitous belief in the native speaker as the goal that students and teachers in the foreign language education field need to accomplish. In this vein, two groups of prospective English teachers attending public Colombian Universities participated in this study. Their survey and interview answers contributed to the researcher’s understanding of what their self-perceptions as prospective non-native English speaking teachers (NNESTs) were and how these self-perceptions influenced their views of themselves as prospective English teachers.

This study seeks to contribute to the diversification of NNESTs research. Traditionally NNEST research has focused on in-service teachers and pre-service teachers as students in graduate and post graduate programs.
(BRAINE, 2005; MOUSSU and LLURDA, 2008). Undergraduate pre-service teaching, the focus of this exploration, constitutes a fundamental pillar in teacher education, and as such, the study of influential ideologies like nativespeakerism at this stage of these student teachers’ education becomes relevant. Thus, prospective teachers can gain awareness of these beliefs, understand their effects, and contribute to dismantling them.

In addition, most research on NNESTs has primarily been conducted in the U.S., Australia, Canada, and the U.K., or in inner circle countries (KACHRU, 1990). In expanding circle countries located in Latin-American, including Colombia, research on NNESTs is scarce at best. Nonetheless, research on language policies evidences that governments in the region are implementing ambitious programs for the teaching of English that usually favor native speakers’ status and knowledge over local non-native Colombians (GUERRERO, 2008; USMA, 2009; VALENCIA, 2013). The situation discussed above requires, as Gonzalez (2010, p. 346) explains, more critical applied linguistic approaches in a field, like EFL, that is not “neutral and depoliticized.”

2 Literature review

2.1 Nativespeakerism and associated language ideologies

This section presents and discusses the main constructs informing this study and the research on NNESTs. To begin with, *nativespeakerism* is a term originally coined by Holliday (2006, p. 1) to denote “the belief that ‘native-speaker’ teachers represent a ‘Western culture’ from which springs the ideals both of the English language and of English language teaching methodology.” This ideology is intrinsically connected with two other well-established myths in the field of language teaching and learning: the myth of the native speaker (RAMPTOM, 1990; PENNYCOOK, 1994; CANAGARAJAH, 1999; KRAMSCH, 1999) and the native speaker fallacy (PHILLIPSON, 1992; CANAGARAJAH, 1999). This myth and fallacy show a similar ideology from two interrelated perspectives. The myth promotes the belief that those who are regarded as native speakers are ideal language models. The fallacy predicates that teachers who have been granted native speaker credentials are better teachers than those whose nativeness does not correspond to the native speaker ideal.
Though on the surface this ideology seems to be focused primarily on the evaluation that speakers make of others based on their language use, it transpires that multiple sociocultural and political considerations come to bear when speakers are granted or denied nativeness. Native speaker credentials are granted to those who, for example, are identified as being born in certain western nations (e.g. in the case of English, England, the U.S., and Australia) and reveal particular values and ethnic and racial characteristics associated with privileged classes in these countries.

From a linguistic perspective, this myth aligns with theoretical constructs which are used to describe ideal speakers as producers of “perfect” utterances. Chomsky emphasizes a monolingual ideal speaker-listener possessing a unitary and decontextualized competence which is to a great extent genetically acquired. In this theory, the native speaker possesses natural intuition to produce and make accurate judgments about language. This conceptualization has been identified as an influential academic precursor of the myth of the native speaker (PAIKEDAY, 1985; RAJAGOPALAN, 1997; COOK, 1999; CANAGARAJAH, 1999; DAVIES, 2004; MAHBOOB, 2005).

The conceptualization of the native speaker as an ideal model for language performance has mainly been problematized because it ignores the natural variability of language in sociocultural contexts. Another complicated issue is an individual’s perceived degree of nativeness, which hints at the possibility that a non-native speaker could become a native speaker (MAHBOOB, 2005; WHITE and GENESEE, 1996). In the educational field, for instance, it has become commonplace to depict individuals’ abilities or expected competence as native-like or near-native.

Coupled with the previous critical perspective, Applied Linguists in the fields of world Englishes (WEs), English as a lingua franca (ELF), and English as an international language (EIL) bring to bear the effect of the changing global scenario on how native and non-native English speakers position themselves and are positioned as proficient users of language. The progressive expansion of speakers of English as a second or foreign language, which is predicted to surpass native speakers within the next 50 years, questions the imposition of native speaker norms on non-native speakers (GRADDOL, 2003).

The myth of the native speaker and the native speaker fallacy are associated with other similar ideologies. Monolingualism, also known...
as “monolingual” bias (KACHRU, 1990; COOK, 1999; BELZ, 2002; MAHBOOB, 2010), “monolingual nativism” (TRAIN, 2011) or “monolingual fallacy” (PHILLSON as cited in CANAGARAJAH, 1999), places the idealized native speaker within an idealized context for its study. and that context is monolingual. Firth and Wagner (1997), Cook (1997), and Belz (2002) and Sayer (2008) discuss ramifications of these ideologies concerning the negative stigma placed upon the use of L1 in L2 classrooms and the mixture of languages, as well as the traditional focus of second language acquisition research on monolingual speakers, ignoring the bilingual or multilingual nature of a learners’ endeavor.

Native Speaker Standard Language (TRAIN, 2007; 2011) emphasizes the connection between two well-established ideologies: nativespeakerism and standardization. For this author, standardization emanates from the language variety associated with native speakers. In this vein, it is the variety of a privileged group. However, it is relevant to clarify that the group supposed to be the model for the standard does not include all those considered native speakers on the grounds of birth. Only the educated native speakers exhibit the standard. The ideology of standardization is seen as the locus of the prescriptivism and purism which “frames variability and diversity as a supposed problem” (TRAIN, 2007), in turn promoting discrimination, as it privileges certain language varieties while others are misrepresented as lower, inappropriate, defective, and undesirable.

The myth of “Non-accent” is another ideology inextricably connected with standardization (LIPPIN-GREEN, 1997). This ideology is rooted in the belief that standard language speakers do not exhibit an accent. Nonetheless, all speakers have an accent, given that accents reveal the normal variation in language according to various sociocultural variables. Regarding second language learners, a wide spread belief is that language learners’ L1 accent, when transferred into L2, deems their L2 speech incomprehensible. Though it is undeniable that a different pronunciation of specific sounds or intonation patterns from those more commonly used by some speakers can cause some difficulty in understanding words or speech fragments, Lippin-Green (1997, p. 50), supported by the work of sociolinguists, concludes that “accent has little to do with communicative competence or the ability to use and interpret language in a wide variety of contexts effectively.”
2.2 Research on non-native English speaker teachers’ self-perceptions

The critical perspective on nativeness, with its far-reaching negative implications and effects, has encouraged the development of a robust body of research on NNESTs. To a great extent, this research agenda has focused on probing the bias of the “native speaker fallacy.” Mahboob (2010) posits that this bias privileges native speaker norms and stereotypes NNESTs as imperfect users of the language. He advocates for new paradigms based on a functional view of language, which essentializes a speaker’s skill in using language in real contexts; therefore, more valid, objective criteria, namely experience and education, to judge NNESTs’ teaching ability are adopted.

Examining teachers’ self-perception as regards their being or not being native speakers of the language, what they teach is undoubtedly a trend in the field. Findings in Reyes and Medgyes’ study revealed that most of the participants identify themselves as non-native speakers (NNSs) of English. The majority, 68%, considered that native and NNSTs’ performances differ. This was corroborated by Samimy and Brutt-Griffler (1999), who also revealed that their participants did not favor any of the two categories of teachers as better than the other.

Subsequent studies by Llurda and Huguet (2003) and Butler (2007) contradicted these findings. Primary school teachers in their examinations believed that native English speaker teachers (NESTs) were better than NNESTs. The latter study exhibits a correlation between primary NNESTs’ perception of themselves as having limited language competence and their adherence to the native speaker fallacy. Nonetheless, in Llurdas and Huguet’s study, secondary school teachers had more confidence in their language skills and suggested that the native speaker was not necessarily the ideal in the profession.

Reyes and Medgyes’ (1994) study determined that most NNESTs participants acknowledge that they faced limitations with regard to their knowledge and skills related to vocabulary, speaking, pronunciation, and listening. In addition, they thought those limitations did not have negative effects on their performance. Samimy and Brutt-Griffler’s (1999) participants did not mention the use of the language to characterize themselves in relation to NESTs, but they did portray NESTs as fluent, accurate, and communicative-based users of the language. This perception of NESTs seem to relate to NNES teacher educators in findings from
Dogancay-Aktuna (as cited in LLURDA, 2008) who considered their colloquial and conversational knowledge and skills as needing further development. Other studies such as Butler’s (2007) found that participants self-perceived themselves as being stronger in their reading and writing competences than in their speaking ability. Similarly in Llurdas and Huguet’s study, elementary school teachers considered their reading ability and grammar knowledge favorably.

NNESTs in Samimy and Brutt-Griffler’s (1999) also believed that NESTs used a wide variety of teaching strategies and provided encouraging feedback to students. NNESTs were described as employing their L1 more in teaching, paying more attention to psychological and emotional factors, being more book and test oriented in their teaching, and having more knowledge in regards to who their students were. Akin to the last finding, Dogancay-Aktuna (as cited in LLURDA, 2008) determined that respondents felt their comprehension of contextual issues was higher because they were NNESTs instructors in an EFL setting.

Research has identified self-confidence issues in NNESTs’ perception of themselves. NNESTs’ self-perception as lacking the language ability that NESTs have (KIM’s, 2011) or their permanent acknowledgement of their language difficulties could lead them to a negative self-perception with a related decline in language ability and an impression of inferiority (Reyes and Medgyes, 1994). In Bernat’s (2008) research, NNESTs lacked experience and had language difficulties which generated a feeling of inferiority when compared to NESTs. Rajagopalan (2005) found that a group of NNESTs in Brazil thought they were not fully prepared to do their job, underestimated as teachers, limited in their options to grow, and were pursuing an unreachable ideal. Furthermore, their contact with native speakers triggered their anxiety. This study pointed out an interesting correlation: less experienced participants exhibited less concern regarding their lack of native speakership credentials.

3 Research methodology

Though the dominant research paradigm throughout the study was qualitative (PATTON, 2002; GLESNE, 2006; MILES, HUBBERMAN, and SALDAÑA, 2014), this article also employed quantitative techniques, namely descriptive statistics. In this sense, the study employed mixed-methods research (CRESWELL and PLANO, 2010). The study adopted
a holistic perspective to look at participants by considering the natural settings where they usually live and the array of complex factors influencing their ratiocinations. Participants’ perspectives became the driving force to work with the data, identify patterns in their self-perceptions, and build interpretations to answer the research questions.

3.1 Context of the study

In theory, Colombia is a multilingual country with 98% of the population speaking Spanish (GARCÍA and GARCÍA, 2012) and the remaining 2% speaking a myriad of indigenous languages as their first language. However, in practical terms, the majority of the country is monolingual (ORDOÑEZ, 2011). Over the course of Colombia’s history, English and its speakers have steadily elevated their status in the country, aligning with a world tendency to consolidate English as the global language (VELEZ-RENDÓN, 2003; DE MEJIA, 2005; GONZÁLEZ, 2010; USMA, 2009).

Though American English has traditionally enjoyed the highest prestige in the country, British English is the second most popular variety (GONZÁLEZ, 2010). In addition, as González, (2010, p. 337) remarks, “there seems to be little knowledge about outer circle varieties of English, which are commonly believed to be of lower prestige and linguistically impure.” These preferences are related to the influence of the U.S. culture promoted through mass media and the current economic and political role the U.S. plays in the world. The British Council markets the use of British English through their perpetual and focused involvement in Colombia’s foreign language educational policy and planning.

Several English teacher job ads, found on the internet, evidenced the high status of native speakers in the country through their limited education requirements (VELEZ-RONDÓN, 2003; GONZÁLEZ, 2010). They are usually preferred over national non-native teachers who may have more education than their native speaker counterparts. The following assertion by Velez-Rondón (2003, p. 197) summarizes the general social tendency in the country: “to rely on models imported from abroad that emphasize conformity to the standard and norms of an idealized English native speaker as the ultimate goal of language competence.”
3.2 Setting and participants

This study’s participants and setting consist of two groups of students from two public universities. The first site was the Modern Languages program at University A in a small Colombian city of 145,000 inhabitants, characterized by a semirural environment in one of the neighboring “Departamentos” (states) to the capital city, Bogotá. University A offers a five-year- B.A. in education (EFL and Spanish as a mother tongue). Every year, the program welcomes two or three teacher assistants who support English classes. Usually they are U.S., England, or Jamaican born and work with non-native instructors in their classes. Table 1 summarizes the participants’ main characteristics.

Table 1: University A Participants’ characterization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>21 student-teachers (STs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>13 women &amp; 8 men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Range: 18 to 28 years of age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 STs: 18 to 21 &amp; 6A STs: 22 to 28 years of age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>17 STs: born in the city in which University A was located or the surrounding small towns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 STs: from small towns in neighboring “Departamentos” (states).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Education (English)</td>
<td>12 STs: started to learn English in primary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 STs: began in pre-school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 STs: began by secondary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 STs: had taken additional English courses prior to their University teacher education program enrollment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year &amp; University Course</td>
<td>3rd-year of studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate English I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling</td>
<td>None of them had traveled to an English speaking country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with Native Speakers</td>
<td>16 STs: had been in contact with native speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 STs (out of the previous 16) had contact with University Native Speaker Assistants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second site was the Foreign Languages program at University B in Bogotá. Bogotá, a megalopolis, is the capital of Colombia with approximately 7 million inhabitants. University B, offers a 4-year B.A. in education (EFL), in which the course of study is concentrated in only one language, English. Two teacher’s assistants, generally from the U.S. or England, spend a year in the program supporting non-native instructors’ lessons. Table 1 summarizes participants’ main characteristics.

**Table 2: University B participants’ characterization.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>20 student-teachers (STs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>12 women &amp; 8 men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Range: 16 to 29 years of age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 STs: 17 to 20 &amp; 4 STs: 21 to 29 years of age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>14 STs: born in the city in which University B was located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 STs: born in other major cities in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>12: started to learn English in primary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (English)</td>
<td>5: began in pre-school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: began in secondary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5: had taken additional English courses prior to their program enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year &amp; University Course</td>
<td>2nd year of studies. Oral Communication III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling</td>
<td>1 of them had traveled to an English speaking country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with Native</td>
<td>16: had been in contact with native speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>11: out of these, 16 had contact with University Native Speaker Assistants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Data collection and analysis

The first data collection instrument was a survey. Forty three questions elicited information regarding participants’ background and self-perceptions as future (non) native speaker EFL teachers (Appendix 1 includes a sample of the type of questions used in this survey). The instrument combined closed and open questions, which were taken and/or adapted from existing instruments (MEDGYES, 1999; RAJAGOPALAN, 2005; LLURDA, 2008) to ensure their validity. By means of a software online application, all participants (41) provided their answers to the questions in the instrument.
Phenomenological (SEIDMAN, 2006) semi-structured (LEECH, 2002; MERRIAM, 2009) one-hour-online interviews became the second tool to gather information. An online application was used to record participants’ responses. This instrument helped to expand upon participants’ answers in questionnaires. Nine students from University A and nine from University B participated in the interview via Skype. In addition, the curriculum of the two programs, the syllabi of courses in which students participated, and the program’s web-pages served as information sources.

Descriptive statistics, namely percentages, were employed to study the quantitative data (DÖRNYEI, 2003). Data analysis software contributed to the organization, examination, systematization of coding, and visualization of qualitative data. The analysis of this type of data encompassed the description of participants’ self-perceptions and the study of data interrelations to identify patterns in the information. By constant comparison and reduction of data, similar patterns were grouped to form categories and sub-categories (MARSHALL and ROSSMAN, 2011; MERRIAM, 2009). Testing and verification of data in multiple revisions of initial categories and subcategories by crossing emerging patterns with one another led to the final version of findings included in this manuscript.

4 Findings

Data analysis suggested that, as prospective NNESTs, participants exhibited two interrelated images of themselves. On the one hand, they viewed NNESTs as lacking the ability to attain the level of language expertise and cultural knowledge that they believe NESTs possess. This first image constitutes a perpetuation of their self-perceptions concerning their being non-native speakers of English. On the other hand, they saw themselves as prospective teachers who possess advantageous conditions associated with their non-native speaker status and with the capacity to acquire the necessary preparation to succeed in their future jobs.

4.1 “NNESTs can have a very good language mastery, but that’s not the ideal”

Participants’ self-perceptions were substantially affected by their view of themselves as exhibiting a partial mastery of the language. When answering survey questions, prospective-teachers repeatedly mentioned they
were lacking knowledge and skills necessary to achieve their envisaged goals in the use of English. For some, these goals gravitated primarily towards their acquiring sufficient skills to be able to maintain communications with other English speakers (13 University A and 8 University B prospective teachers), whereas for others the aim was to achieve native-like proficiency and mimic a native speaker’s communicative performance (8 University A and 15 University B prospective teachers).

The following excerpt, for instance, illustrates this prospective English teacher’s perception that his English oral ability was not good enough. Though the participant did not provide a description of his skills to show serious limitations, he expressed his concern about not having achieved what he regarded as the “ideal standard”: “Sometimes I listen to myself speaking, and I feel like I’m missing something, like a bit of fluency to achieve the right accent” (UniA-S2-INT-February 21, 2014). Another participant expressed: “The idea of speaking another language (second/foreign) is to do it very much akin to the way a native speaker does it” (UniA-S5-Q-February 22, 2014).

Regarding language proficiency, participants considered NNESTs to be at a disadvantage when compared to NESTs. Table three below shows that forty 40% of University B pre-service teachers identify various aspects of language abilities (spoken language 25% and fluency 15%, added together), as what NNESTs were missing as regards support for their students. Language ability was only surpassed by the lack of cultural knowledge at 45%. Similarly 25% of University A participants ranked language abilities second to cultural knowledge at 43%. In addition, participants’ answers regarding who they would advise to become a relative’s English teacher favored NESTs over NNESTs. Table four indicates that 62% of University A and 55% of University B pre-service teachers would recommend a Native Speaker, while 33% of University A and 40% of University B would recommend NNESTs.

---

2 Throughout this article, abbreviations are used to identify quoted answers from participants: “UniA” and “UniB” refer to the university where they studied. “S” followed by a number is used to identify students. As for the instruments from which a piece of evidence was taken, Q. stands for questionnaire and INT. for interview. The author of the article includes his translation of participants’ original testimonies, which were provided in Spanish, keeping faithful to participants’ original ideas.
Table 3: Participants’ opinions regarding what NNESTs offer and are missing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS’ Qualifications</th>
<th>University A</th>
<th>University B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NNESTs can offer</td>
<td>NNESTs miss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More help to understand &amp; adapt to L2 &amp; C2</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More techniques to address learning difficulties</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Knowledge of learning strategies for L2 learning</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A good model</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher awareness of Ss’ sociocultural background</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More accuracy in spoken language</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More accuracy in written language</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A better knowledge of L2 associated cultures</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Participants’ advice about hiring someone as an English teacher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers’ Qualifications</th>
<th>U A</th>
<th>U B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A native speaker from another country who could speak Spanish</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An English native speaker who could speak Spanish</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-native English speaker from Colombia</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An English native speaker who could not speak Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, 10 University A and 11 University B prospective teachers explained in surveys and interviews that it was possible for NNESTs to achieve proficiency in the use of the language. Nonetheless, they considered it impossible to become the ideal – the native speaker. NNESTs were
considered better prepared to explain the grammatical structure of the language, including its formal and basic aspects, and as such were more suitable to teach initial instructional levels. Conversely NESTs were more qualified to teach advanced levels. As an example of these opinions, one participant expressed:

> The non-native speaker teacher’s weakness is that he/she can master the language but he/she cannot do it a 100%, I mean he/she can be close to having a very good mastery of the language, but that’s not the ideal any way (INT-S7-UniB-February 27, 2014).

Participants recalled that several of their primary and secondary school teachers did not exhibit what they consider acceptable oral skills. They expressed concerns that what they perceived as prospective NNESTs’ limitations could be transmitted from their primary and secondary school teachers through them to their future students. One of them commented:

> Non-native people acquire, we could call them “bad habits” or they pronounce words inappropriately, and then they teach that to their students, this means that students acquire these “bad habits”, so they do not teach the right way to pronounce words... (INT-S9-UniB-February, 28, 2014).

As findings reported in the next section will show, the majority of participants perceived that there were advantages and opportunities that became avenues to build themselves as competent NNESTs in the future. However, a few of them, 2 University A prospective teachers, feared that they might not be hired if they had to compete with a native speaker, and 1 University A prospective teacher thought she could be a victim of harassment from her students if she did not exhibit a native-like English.

4.2 “It is good to give NESTS and NNESTS a chance to teach so long as they are prepared”

When thinking about their future performance as teachers, most participants in both universities, 67% of University A participants and 75% of University B, did not show concerns about not being regarded as a NEST. Another survey question, asking participants who they would hire to work in a language institute, showed that in both universities, 90% of University B and 81% of University A prospective teachers, would hire an even number of
NNESTs and NESTs (See Table 5). In this vein, they do not see themselves in a disadvantageous position in comparison with NESTs. In fact, while 57% of University A students think NNESTs are more successful than NESTs, 43% think the opposite. Similarly, 83% of University B students believe that NNESTs are more successful than their counterparts.

Table 5: Participants’ views on who they would hire to work in a language institute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants’ opinion regarding who they would hire</th>
<th>UniA</th>
<th>UniB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More native speakers than non-native speakers</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The same number of native speakers as non-native speakers</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More non-native speakers than native speakers</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The role models that participants identify for their future teaching jobs attest to their overarching perception of themselves as having a significant chance of becoming competent English teachers despite their self-perceived non-nativeness. Through data from interviews, it was found that all prospective teachers (18) who were interviewed designated a Colombian NNEST as their role model. Despite the fact that most of them had not been taught by NESTs, only two of those pre-service teachers who were interviewed had ever had NESTs; the reasons they put forward to explain their preference for NNESTs as role models corroborate their positive opinion regarding these educators, as stated in the surveys.

Their NNEST role models were admired because they spoke clearly in English, thus facilitating students’ understanding. A couple of students commented that they preferred teachers who did not try to imitate native speakers’ accents, since that imitation might complicate their comprehension. Moreover, they appreciated teachers who excelled in their use of engaging methodologies, which again made it easier to understand topics. Finally, a positive encouraging attitude towards students’ learning process, being kind but demanding, and facilitating a cordial relationship with students, constituted pivotal characteristics of the role models they chose. On the whole, prospective teachers highlighted qualities in their role models that confirm their view of NNESTs as potentially competent since they promote suitable learning environments and implement successful pedagogical frameworks. Related findings are presented below:
I like how he (his role model) socialized with students, he liked the music that I liked and we talked and he got you involved in reading. He really filled you with knowledge and if you made mistakes he was not telling you ‘this is wrong’ (he uses a scolding voice)…He would say, ‘let’s see the positive side of this’ and that’s how you learn, when you’re corrected little by little (UniA-S14-INT-February 23, 2014).

The first of two dimensions to explain pre-service teachers’ self-characterization as competent prospective teachers involves their belief that their experience learning English in Colombia has equipped them with knowledge to buttress their future students’ language education. In this regard, 38% of University A and 35% of University B pre-service teachers answered in the survey that NNESTs’ were particularly skilled at helping their students understand and adapt to the foreign language. Five percent of University A and 15% of University B pre-service teachers considered NNESTs to be “good models” to follow and 10% of University A students highlighted “their awareness of their students’ sociocultural background” (See Table 3).

Qualitative data from surveys and interviews revealed that 14 University B and 12 University A students underscored NNESTs’ language learning background as a key element of their future job performance. Participants believed that NNESTs are acutely aware and understand their students’ difficulties and needs. Moreover, they are skilled at identifying factors affecting the teaching-learning process. NNESTs’ experiences as learners inform their pedagogical judgment, which in turn leads to sound choices when adapting, adopting, or creating curricular elements. The next excerpt exemplifies the previous perspective:

I feel much more comfortable with a NNEST, I am talking about myself, I am a student and I feel more comfortable, more confident because you know you are talking about the same things, you know you have lived and share the same culture, the same context (UniA- S10-INT-February 22, 2014).

Regarding the second dimension of their self-perception as competent prospective non-native teachers, several participants thought that their education would grant them the required qualifications to teach. In general, those students who showed the least concern explained that, by the end of their undergraduate program, their language limitations would probably be reduced because of their studies.
Data from interviews provided by six University B and five University A pre-service teachers revealed that, despite their perception of NNESTs as not being the ideal in terms of their language ability, participants believed that NNESTs could succeed in their teaching jobs. Education was regarded by several participants as the most relevant criteria used to judge how qualified a teacher was. Not only undergraduate education but also continuous education after graduation would make a NNEST competent. In this regard, a participant commented:

I think that what I am studying in the university will help me to learn about the tools I need to be a good teacher… so I don’t think my teaching will be deficient, I don’t know, I don’t think that not being a native speaker will be a barrier (UniB-S9-INT-February 28, 2014).

5 Discussion

This study results agree with various other studies in which NNESTs believed that they lacked the ability to attain NESTs’ idealized language expertise and cultural knowledge. For instance, Bernat (2008) determined that her participants, some of whom were prospective teachers, partially define NNESTs’ identity on the grounds of their language problems. As regards overall language ability, in Samimy and Brutt-Griffler (1999), Árva and Medgyes (2000), and Norton and Tang’s (1997) studies, NESTs’ were considered more competent than NNESTs. More specifically, Colombian pre-service teachers pointed mainly to oral language abilities as the most concerning aspect in NNESTs’ profiles, corroborating findings in im ek (2012), Reyes and Medgyes (1994), and Dogancay-Aktun’s (as cited in LLURDA, 2008) studies.

The Colombian participants’ views depicting NNESTs’ knowledge of the English language culture as limited was shared by NNESTs’ in findings from Moussu (2006) and Reyes and Medgyes (1994). Those same Colombian participants, however, perceived NNESTs to be more skillful in writing, reading, and grammar, which aligns with conclusions presented in studies from Llurda and Huguet (2003) and Butler (2007).

Considering participants’ concerns about their language ability, the myth of the native speaker translates into the native speaker fallacy. This concurs with that reported by Llurda (2009, p. 41): “The native teacher as the ideal teacher was equivalent to the monolingual native speaker as the
ideal speaker.” The axiomatic power of the native speaker fallacy influences NNESTs as much as prospective teachers in this study who transfer their ideologically charged self-perceptions from their role as learners to their prospective role as teachers.

As a result of their self-perceived insufficient skills as speakers of English, twelve University A and nine University B pre-service teachers experienced frustration, felt a lack of confidence, and were afraid to engage in interactions, especially with native speakers. Interestingly, when sharing their self-perceptions concerning their future as English teachers, only two University A and one University B pre-service teachers reported these affective states. Possible explanations for this decrease in concern might be related to prospective teachers’ confidence in their future, as explained in the upcoming pages, and their distance from possible job-related prejudice based on their lack of teaching experience.

The three prospective teachers mentioned above felt anxious about the prospect of being denied job opportunities if their language competence was not judged to be native-like or about being subjected to aggravation from their students for the same reason. Anxiety in NNESTs due to a lack of language ability, leading to feelings of inferiority, has been widely reported in prior studies (KIM, 2011; REYES AND MEDGYES, 1994; BERNAT, 2008; RAJAGOPALAN, 2005).

Though only a small number of Colombian prospective teachers who participated in this study, who were in their second and third year of studies, and who had not even enrolled in teaching practicum experiences, reported anxiety-related issues. Their testimonies underscore the impact of perceived future prejudice on their self-perceptions. In this vein, reviewing the history of the field, Llurda (2009) remarks that the discrimination that NNESTs suffer has often been seen as a pivotal factor in the development of their professional self-esteem.

Even though participants’ unfavorable self-perception of their language abilities in comparison to native speakers revealed their adherence to the native speaker fallacy, other aspects of their self-perception challenged this ideology. They believed that as prospective NNESTs they possessed meaningful and distinct culture-bound experiential knowledge that they could use in their teaching. By the same token, they considered that NNESTs were more knowledgeable about their students socio-cultural context, which concurs with findings in studies conducted by Dogancay-Aktuna (as cited
in LLURDA, 2008), Samimy and Brutt-Griffler (1999), Árva and Medgyes (2000), among others. In a similar manner, participants’ reports in ŞimŞek (2012), Inbar-Lourie, (2005), and Árva and Medgyes (2000) were similar to those of Colombian prospective teachers’ remarks about NNESTs’ ability to facilitate their students’ English language comprehension. They considered that NNESTs speak clearly, can use L1 as a communication strategy, and employ supporting methodologies.

Furthermore, pre-service teachers regarded NNESTs as able to understand students’ needs and difficulties, which encourages their adaptation to the language. This finding has also been reported by Norton and Tang, (1997), Árva and Medgyes (2000), Dogancay-Aktuna (as cited in LLURDA, 2008), and ŞimŞek (2012). Pre-service teachers characterized NNESTs as exhibiting a helpful attitude that motivates them to continue learning and as being models for students, which is supported by Moussu’s (2006) research. The previous positive views that participants held regarding NNESTs’ teaching roles match Kamhi-Stein’s (2005) discussion about the change in the NNEST’s classroom role from initially being deemed problematic and undesirable to more recently being regarded as an asset. This author explains, citing Seidlhofer (1999), that possessing knowledge of the two cultures and languages allows NNESTs to mediate between them, which is beneficial to students.

Another participants’ view, which confronts the native speaker fallacy partially engrained in participants’ self-perceptions of themselves, emanates from their confidence in their future teaching performance. Similarly, Bernat (2008, p. 6) reported, regarding her participants, that they “at times felt overwhelmed by what they were undertaking in their career, [but] they also saw a possibility of success.” In the particular case of the target student teacher population, findings indicate that their ongoing preparation process contributes to their confidence in their prospective achievements and their construction of positive self-images, despite pervasive nativespeakersism ideologies. Colombian pre-service teachers perceived that their education during their undergraduate program and throughout their career will help them fight possible prejudice:

Well, I believe that you are always concerned (about not being a NEST), but you study your program and well, I imagine that later on you will enroll in specialization programs, yes, then, at the end, people prejudice, I mean, I think if I studied a university program to get professional
preparation to be an English teacher, why should I have to worry about others looking at me as a NNEST? (UniB-S2-INT-March 2, 2014).

These findings align with a vast number of scholars’ views that the criteria to judge NNESTs’ teaching performance should not be based on native speakership credentials, but rather on overall qualification and experience (RAMPTOM, 1990; LLURDA, 2009; MAHBOOB, 2010). Both NNESTs and NESTs can fulfill those conditions through education and practice.

Overall Colombian prospective teachers rejected the native speaker fallacy. This tendency to disregard their non-native speaker status when pondering their future teaching career might be related to findings in Rajagopalan’s (2005, p. 209) study: “…those [his participants] with less teaching experience (and presumably from a younger generation) were less worried about their being non-natives than those who have been in the profession for upwards of 10 years.”

Despite this clear tendency in the majority of participants’ responses to challenge the overarching assumption behind the native speaker fallacy, when asked whom they would suggest others to hire as an English teacher, 62% of University A and 55% of University B pre-service teachers chose NESTs. This finding makes the prevalent ambivalence in participants’ perceptions apparent. NNESTs can be successful in their jobs, but they do not possess the ideal language ability that native NESTs do. Though they are undergraduate prospective teachers who have never had a teaching job, their conflicting views seem to echo Llurda’s (2009). Llurda posits that, although NNESTs are affected by the ideology of discrimination, which favors native speakers, they uphold the ideology favoring native speakers. It seems that, regarding language ability, even before their debut as teachers, participants’ self-images have been affected by ideologies that encourage a view of themselves as inferior to NESTs.

6. Conclusions and implications

Findings in this study show that participants’ self-perceptions fully intersected with the myth of the native speaker and partially with the native speaker fallacy. Their self-perceptions as English speakers affected their views as future teachers. Student teachers feared the disadvantages that no achieving native-like abilities could bring into their lives and
future profession. Being the target of future social sanctions, if regarded as incompetent or “too Spanish-like”, constituted an important element in their self-images.

However, their self-perceptions were also imbued with confidence concerning their future. Because they viewed themselves as part of a teacher education program, they relied on their education process to achieve not only their language goals, but also to equip themselves with pedagogical tools. Finally, when participants expanded their views of what teaching English encompassed: their accumulated experience as learners, the shared knowledge of the sociocultural context with future students, and their potential to become a bridge between English and Spanish cultures and languages, led them to feel empowered to succeed in their future jobs.

In Colombia, the analysis of nativesspeakerism and associated ideologies, and of their effect on NNESTs’ lives and careers, has been practically non-existent. This study seeks to fill that gap. Scholars, working in the field of NNESTs, have concentrated on graduate pre-service teachers in outer and inner circle nations. That specificity of most available research should be considered a caveat for the suggestions presented in this section.

A focus on prospective teachers’ self-perceptions has allowed this study to expose their rationalizations regarding language and its teaching as intertwined with subjectivity categories, namely affect, personality, identity, and motivation. These are issues that have slowly started to be taken into consideration as part of the conceptualization and agenda of teacher education programs. Emerging experiences in other countries can be considered instances proposed as contextualized alternatives. Consequently, Colombian scholars can learn from international initiatives, but local programs need to suit the characteristics of Colombian pre-service teachers in specific regions. That having been said, Wu, Liang, and Csepelyi (2010, p. 205) propose an interesting example of strategies integrated in teacher education courses. The strategies address subjectivity issues in teachers’ lives and careers since they “aim at helping NNESTs combat negative emotions, such as fear, anxiety, lack of self-worth, and any sense of isolation, through restructuring their self-efficacy beliefs and redefining their self-identity as professional language educators.”

Due to the ubiquity of nativesspeakerism ideologies across university curricula, this study concurs with scholars in fields as EIL, ELF, and WEs who warn us about the need to revise our traditional commitment to EFL
and ESL as overarching approaches to English learning and teaching, especially in expanding circle nations like Colombia. In this vein, Kachru and Nelson (1996, p. 79), within the WEs framework, posit that:

The concept of English in its Inner, Outer and Expanding Circles is only superficially equivalent to native, ESL and EFL. In thinking of a country as an ESL country [or EFL for that matter] or of a person as an ESL speaker, for example, we perpetuate the dichotomy of native versus non-native, ‘us versus them.’

EIL, ELF, and WEs become examples for teacher educators, teachers, and pre-service teachers, so that they can explore alternatives to the current EFL conceptualization undergirding pedagogical practices. The EFL perspective based on the premise that individuals in countries, such as Colombia, learn English mainly to interact with native speakers is currently inadequate, since, as Kramsch and Sullivan (1996, p. 211) put it, “appropriate pedagogy should prepare learners to be both global and local speakers of English and to feel at home in both international and national cultures.”

The critical analysis of nativespeakerism ideologies in the ELT curriculum conducted by various scholars can buttress the development of awareness regarding these myths and the design of favorable pedagogical proposals. Analysis has targeted influential teaching approaches as Communicative Language Teaching (ALPTEKIN, 2002; MCKAY, 2002), the formulation of learning objectives (COOK, 2007), and the materials selected for teaching (ZIAEI, 2002; BALEGHIZADEH AND MOTAHED, 2010).

Due to the pervasive power of nativespeakerism ideologies, a crucial task that educators face is to enhance their students’ development of what Modiano (2010, p. 165) calls ideological literacy: “[…] to demonstrate awareness of the cultural beliefs and values underpinning the speech communities which are presumed to be in possession of the prestige varieties […]” In order to trigger language awareness and eventually guide students and teachers in the development of ideological competence, strategies rooted in diverse approaches, such as critical discourse analysis, critical pedagogy, critical applied linguistics, and critical language awareness, can be employed in teacher education programs, undergraduate programs, or even at the school level with English learners.

The aforementioned approaches can promote strategies which employ pedagogical sources that value the potential, diverse, and changing linguistic
and course participants’ cultural profiles. Additionally, these strategies are expected to encourage teachers and learners not only to become mediators in culturally and linguistically diverse pedagogical settings (and hopefully in their lives outside the classroom), but also to contest the discriminatory attitudes grounded in (non) nativeness ideologies.
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APPENDIX: Sample of questions used in the survey

**SELF-PERCEPTION OF LANGUAGE ABILITY**

Compared to other non-native speakers of English in your country, how would you rate your command of English? Circle your answer. (5 is best.)

| 2. | 3. | 4. | 5. |

If you think you have difficulties in the use of English, what are they? Describe them briefly.

On a scale from 1 to 5, 5 being excellent and 1 being very low, how would you describe your level of proficiency in English in the following areas? Circle your answer.

- Reading comprehension 1 2 3 4 5
- Writing/Composition 1 2 3 4 5
- Listening comprehension 1 2 3 4 5
- Speaking/Oral communication 1 2 3 4 5
- Grammar accuracy in use 1 2 3 4 5
- Knowledge of grammar rules 1 2 3 4 5
- Breadth of vocabulary 1 2 3 4 5
- Pronunciation 1 2 3 4 5

Is there any aspect of the English language that you find particularly difficult? Specify:

Do the language difficulties you experience represent a problem for your future work as a teacher of English? Circle your answer.

(very little) 1 2 3 4 5 (very much)

**PERCEPTIONS AS A (NON) NATIVE SPEAKER**

As a (non) native speaker of English, what feelings related to the process of learning or teaching English have you had or do you have now?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you ever been concerned about your accent as a non-native English speaker?</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explain, why “yes” or why “no” :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As a non-native English speaker, do you compare yourself to native English speakers?</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explain, why “yes” or why “no” :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SELF-PERCEPTION AS A PROSPECTIVE NNEST**

What is the main reason why you want to become a teacher? Choose **only one**:
- I liked teaching
- I liked English
- It was my best professional option
- Others: .................................................................

Which one of the following goals would better correspond to yours if you already were a teacher of English?
- To learn a high amount of language structures
- To develop a high amount of communicative strategies
- To know a high amount of communicative functions of the language
- Others: .................................................................

What English variety would you like your students to use?
- A- British English
- B- American English.
- C- I would like them to be able to speak English efficiently for international communication, even though they speak with a Spanish accent, and they use a mixture of elements from British and American English.
- D- Others: .................................................................

What would be your biggest worry as an English teacher as regards not being a native speaker of the language you will teach?
- A- not knowing the right answers
- B- being caught in making mistakes
- C- not being respected as a teacher/professional
- D- not being able to advance in your career
- E- feeling like you are chasing something impossible to achieve
- F- being treated as a second class citizen in the job environment

What do you think can NSS English teachers who teach in Colombia contribute to their students? (choose a **maximum of four** items):
- Higher confidence in the teacher and his/her adequacy to the job
- A more active and innovative methodology
- A good role model
- More help to understand and adapt to the foreign language culture
- More techniques to address learning difficulties
- More knowledge of learning strategies for language learning
- Higher awareness of students’ sociocultural background
- More attention to emotional and psychological issues
What do you think can NS English teachers who teach in Colombia contribute to their students? (choose a maximum of four items):
Knowledge of a broader vocabulary
Acquisition of a better oral fluency
A more real and authentic atmosphere in class
More cultural information
Higher confidence in the teacher and his/her capacity for the job
A more active and innovative methodology
Acquisition of better pronunciation
Wider range of teaching resources
Others: ...........................................................................

What do you think NNSs lack as compared to NS teachers? (choose a maximum of four items):
More fluency
More accuracy in oral language
More accuracy in written language
A higher preparation in the English teaching resources
A better knowledge of the culture(s) associated with the English language
Others: ...........................................................................

What do you think NSs lack as compared to NNS teachers? (choose a maximum of four items):
Knowledge of the teaching environment and context
Preparation in linguistics and knowledge of grammar rules
Higher empathy with students
Knowledge of the EFL learning processes and strategies
A more active and innovative methodology
Knowledge of the local programs and educational curricula
A wider range of teaching resources
Intuition with regard to the areas where learners will experience difficulties
Capacity to mediate between the target and the learners’ culture
A sensible use of L1 in the classroom
Others: ...........................................................................
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Do you think that having learned English as a foreign language provides you with a special advantage to teach EFL over NSs, as NSs have not gone through the process of learning the language in adulthood?</strong></th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Who do you think is more successful in teaching English as a foreign language:**

- A - The native speaker of English:
- B - The non-native speaker of English:

Give your reasons to justify your answer.

**If you had to advise your brother about English classes, what teacher would you advise him to have?**

- A NNS from a different country *(e.g., German, Greek, …)* who can speak Spanish
- A NS of English who can speak Spanish
- A NNS from Colombia
- A NNS from a different country *(e.g., German, Greek, …)* who cannot speak Spanish
- A NS of English who cannot speak Spanish

**If you were the director of a language school and were responsible for hiring teachers, what would you prefer?**

- To hire more NSs than NNSs
- To hire as many NSs as NNSs
- To hire more NNSs than NSs

Explain your preference:

---
